
Here is the Star article on yesterday's fun at the State Transportation Board meeting. Guess who started the "slow, steady clapping" that
disrupted the meeting when everyone else joined in? ;>)

I-10 bypass gets big thumbs-down
State highway officials get an earful about 4 routes at Oro Valley meeting
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Don't build an Interstate 10 bypass on any of the four proposed routes in Southern Arizona. In fact, don't build a bypass at all, opponents of the
proposed highway told state officials Friday.
The Arizona Department of Transportation is finishing a months-long preliminary study of several routes for a proposed bypass to take truck
and interstate traffic out of the Tucson and Phoenix metropolitan areas.
Just as they've done at several public meetings in Southern Arizona, opponents of the proposal spoke out at Friday's meeting of the State
Transportation Board, saying the bypass is a bad idea in environmentally sensitive areas.
More than 130 people gathered Friday morning at the board's meeting in Oro Valley. A few wore costumes reminiscent of Tucson's All Souls
Procession each November, carrying signs: "New roads are death, save the San Pedro" and "Earth first, infrastructure last."
Many others clamored to speak to the board after the staff gave a presentation on the progress of the study.
The preliminary study includes four possible routes for a bypass to branch off of I-10 in Southern Arizona, take westbound traffic around —
instead of through — Tucson, and reconnect with I-10 outside the Phoenix metropolitan area.
Each of those routes partially traverses the Avra, San Pedro or Aravaipa valley.
Board Chairman Joe Lane allowed fewer than a dozen speakers to address the panel after the presentation, citing time constraints. After about
90 minutes of discussion on the bypass study, with all public comments opposing the study, Lane said the board needed to move on to the rest
of the meeting agenda.
Opponents of the bypass quickly became agitated and began yelling at the board.
"When is it our turn?" and "We took off work and drove hundreds of miles to get here" rang out as Lane tried to explain that the rest of the
meeting should go on.
Then the audience started a slow, steady clapping, talking and making noise that prevented the meeting from continuing for a few more
moments.
Lane encouraged the crowd to submit written comments.
The state has already received 120 comment forms from public meetings held throughout Southern Arizona, 48 comment forms via mail, 163
electronic comments and 14 letters from organizations such as Defenders of Wildlife, the Cascabel Working Group, the Sonoran Institute and
others, said Dale Buskirk, ADOT's transportation planning director.
More than 600 people have shown up at public meetings on the study, he said.
All those who did speak at Friday's meeting argued against the proposed routes or any bypass plan at all.
The department cited statistics indicating the state's population will more than double in the next 40 years, and traffic, including truck traffic,
will also grow exponentially. Many opponents of the bypass say that's not enough justification for building a new road through the
environmentally sensitive Avra Valley, San Pedro Valley or Aravaipa Valley, where the four proposed options for Southern Arizona routes all
lie.
"Please do the right thing and bypass the bypass concept altogether," said Matt Clark, Southwest representative for Defenders of Wildlife.
"The plan is inconsistent with the long-term transportation plan," and it conflicts with plans for wildlife linkages, the Sonoran Desert
Conservation Plan and other regional community plans, he said.
The suggestion to drop the whole idea of a bypass was echoed by Randy Serraglio of the Center for Biological Diversity. Several people who
oppose a bypass aren't just opposed to it in their area, he said, but are opposed to it in general.
"These are the people this is supposed to benefit," he said.
Serraglio noted that the Pima County Board of Supervisors voted to oppose the construction of new highways because the impact is too great.
Former transportation board member Jim Martin expressed what a lot of rural residents have said at past public meetings about urban
congestion. "It's a Tucson problem, and Tucson has ignored the problem."
At least one audience member supported a bypass, saying it's better to plan ahead for the state's growth than try to compensate after it happens.
"This discussion evidences the reality that Tucson is growing, Arizona is growing despite what people want, and there are real impacts of that
growth," said Stephen Hart, an Oro Valley resident.
Hart said in the past few years his commute from Oro Valley to Downtown Tucson has grown 15 minutes longer, so congestion is a real factor
in the community.
"If we remove some of the emotion, we can find a viable solution. Nothing's going to be perfect, but we all compromise on a daily basis," Hart
said.
The discussion of a possible bypass route for trucks and interstate traffic was brought to the table a year ago, at the transportation board's
December 2006 meeting in Tucson.
Board member Si Schorr asked the department to study the possibility of a bypass to take some of the burden from I-10 in the Tucson and
Phoenix metropolitan areas. Beginning in January, Schorr will chair the board for a year.
The board took no action at Friday's meeting. After the study is completed in mid-January, Buskirk said, the board will likely decide whether
to proceed with more intense study.
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